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INDUSTRY LOOKS TO RESPOND VIA ATTRIBUTION
  BIA Advisory Services forecasts local broadcast TV 
will take 27.2 percent of all local media spending in the 
automotive category this year. That equates to $4.13 billion 
of the $15.18 billion it estimates auto ad spending will total 
in the local market. Cable’s share is projected to be 6.2 
percent, or roughly $1 billion. But TV’s hold on 
those dollars is becoming increasingly strained, 
according to BIA Managing Director Rick Ducey.
  “What we’re looking at in our forecast going to 
2023 is that all of the local advertising growth in 
the auto sector is going to be in digital channels,” 
he said on a webinar yesterday. “It’s going to take 
50 cents of every dollar and basically consume all of the 
oxygen in the room, taking all of the growth.”
  By 2023 BIA estimates broadcast TV’s share of auto dollars 
will slip to 23.2 percent, with cable’s share decreasing to 
5.1 percent. So while BIA projects auto ad spending will 
increase to $16.65 billion in 2023, the net effect will be less 
money in TV’s pocket. At the same time, digital’s share will 
climb from its current 39 percent to 51 percent.
  One way TV hopes to hold onto automotive advertising 
is through better attribution data that confirms what 
broadcasters have long known: running TV spots translates 
into more car sales. It would counter what Ducey said has 
been the “pretty seductive” targeting precision and outcome 
measurements and other attribution tools that ad buyers 
now get from digital platforms. “It definitely attracts a lot of 
spending,” he said.
  In recent months a group made up of broadcasters, 
advertising executives and tech and data vendors have 
been working on devising an agreed-upon set of definitions 
and rulebook for TV attribution models. Broadcasters 
say TV attribution is still a mix of creating standards and 
establishing baselines. “We need some basic general 
agreement on some basic metric that would form a very 
base level measurement report,” said Brad Danaher, 
director of TV solutions at Experian Marketing Services. 
He thinks education is also a big part of current effort.
  But Keven Stuart, VP of research at Hearst Television, 
said while defining common terms may be a good thing, he 
thinks the industry shouldn’t go too far. “We do need some 
guardrails, but I don’t believe they need to be too high. I 
don’t want to stifle advancements to the attribution model 
given all that’s coming up in the future with advances in 
technology,” he said.
  Beyond definitions, who picks up the tab is still an open 
question. “Who’s paying for it is the biggest problem I’ve 
seen,” said Tribune Media Chief Revenue Officer Angela 
Betasso. Some TV stations look at data as something 
unique to offer clients and as a differentiator from their rivals. 
But in other cases, the feeling is the advertiser should pay 
since it allows them to see the broad swath of data across
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ADVERTISER NEWS
  Volkswagen says it’s dropping both the Golf SportWagen 
and Golf Alltrack models from its lineup. The move comes 
as a major blow to station wagons, a body style that was 
ubiquitous in the years when baby boomers were children, 
but which has all but vanished in today’s SUV-crazed market. 

The list of wagons has grown steadily thinner 
over the last several decades, with only one now 
offered by the Detroit-based manufacturers that 
produced them by the millions in the 1950s, 1960s 
and into the 1970s. Buick has a station wagon it 
doesn’t even call a wagon, hoping it can generate 
more enthusiasm by dubbing it the Regal TourX... 

This holiday season, some shoppers will once again be 
able to shop in a Toys R Us store. The retailer will open 
two permanent stores in November — at Simon Property 
Group’s Galleria mall in Houston and at Unibail-Rodamco-
Westfield’s Garden State Plaza mall in Paramus, N.J. The 
stores are the product of a joint venture between software 
retailer b8ta and Tru Kids, the company that’s helping to 
manage the brand names left in the wake of Toys R Us’ 
liquidation last year... Uncertainty over when regulators will 
allow the Boeing 737 Max to fly again following two deadly 
crashes prompted Southwest Airlines, the largest U.S. 
operator of the jets, to remove them from its schedules through 
early November — a month longer than it estimated in late 
June. Southwest’s move follows similar schedule changes 
announced over the last week by American and United. 
Southwest says it will cancel about 180 flights a day out of 
about 4,000 flights because of the schedule change. Last 
month, the Dallas-based airline said it was targeting October 
for the planes’ return, which would have meant 150 daily 
flight cancellations... Foot Locker will launch an incubator 
program called Greenhouse next month to create limited-
edition collaborations with a range of new and established 
brands. The move is part of a larger strategy to shift from 
a focus on athletics to serving “youth culture,” Quartzy 
reports... CVS Health is embarking on a clinical trial of an in-
home kidney dialysis machine invented by Deka Research 
& Development Corp., the firm of Segway creator Dean 
Kamen. The Wall Street Journal reports it’s the latest move 
by the pharmacy retailer to expand health-care services 
to consumers with chronic health conditions... Uber and 
Cargo have partnered to produce a shopping app that will 
allow passengers to purchase items such as movies, travel 
accessories and tech gear. Uber riders in cars equipped with 
a Cargo console will be able to download the app and make 
purchases that come with 10 percent back in Uber Cash, 
CNBC reports... Ascena Retail Group yesterday said the 
winding down of its Dressbarn business is on target, as 
it released the locations of 53 stores to close by the end 
of August. Ascena said in May it planned to wind down 
Dressbarn and ultimately shut all 650 or so of the women’s 
clothing shops in order to focus on its more profitable brands, 
like Ann Taylor and Loft.
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NETWORK NEWS
  Three of NBC’s iconic comedy veterans are teaming on a 
new series. The network has given a straight-to-series order 
to a comedy starring The Good Place’s Ted Danson. Written 
by Tina Fey and Robert Carlock (30 Rock), the untitled 
comedy stars Danson as a wealthy businessman who runs 
for mayor of Los Angeles for all the wrong reasons. Once he 
wins he has to figure out what he stands for, gain the respect 
of his staff, and connect with his teenage daughter, all while 
controlling the coyote population. The series has been in the 
works for more than a year and was written specifically for 
Danson... Norah O’Donnell’s debut as 
the new CBS Evening News anchor 
drew much media fanfare but not so 
many viewers. The former co-host of CBS 
This Morning came in last place among 
evening shows on Monday despite a 
much-publicized premiere that included 
a sit-down with Jeff Bezos, the richest 
man in the world. Nielsen says O’Donnell 
garnered a total audience of 5.6 million 
viewers, down 1 percent from the same 
night in 2018 when former anchor Jeff 
Glor drew 5.7 million viewers. Her broadcast slid 6 percent 
compared with the 2019-to-date average of nearly 6 million. 
In the important 25-54 demo, O’Donnell drew 929,000 
viewers versus 1.22 million a year ago. That translated to the 
newscast being down 24 percent in the demo versus the year-
to-date average...  Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., Marvel’s flagship 
TV show set inside the Marvel Cinematic Universe, will end 
its run after its seventh season on ABC next summer. The 
Marvel TV series is currently in the middle of its sixth season. 
Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. debuted in 2013 and starred Clark 
Gregg reprising his role as Phil Coulson from the first batch 
of MCU films. The series also stars Chloe Bennet, Ming-Na 
Wen, Elizabeth Henstridge, Iain De Caestecker, Henry 
Simmons, Jeff Ward and Natalie Cordova-Buckley... The 
62nd Annual Grammy Awards will be broadcast live from 
Los Angeles on CBS on Sunday, Jan. 26, 2020 at 8 PM (ET). 
Ken Ehrich will executive produce the live telecast... Fox 
is continuing to build its non-scripted slate, block by block, 
The Hollywood Reporter says. The network has put out 
a series order for reality competition series Lego Masters, 
which pits all-age contestants against one another to design 
and construct Lego masterpieces. The series has aired two 
seasons in the U.K. and has become Channel 4’s highest-
rated new show, according to the network... Christine 
Lahti (Chicago Hope) is joining Evil, CBS’ religion-themed 
supernatural drama series, in a recasting. Lahti will play 
Katja Herber’s mother, Sheryl Luria. She replaces Dierdre 
O’Connell, who played the role in the pilot and couldn’t 
continue on the series because of scheduling conflicts. Evil 
is a series about the battle between science and religion. 
It focuses on a skeptical female clinical psychologist who 
joins a priest-in-training and a blue-collar contractor as they 
investigate supposed miracles, demonic possessions, and 
other extraordinary occurrences to see if there’s a scientific 
explanation or if something truly supernatural is at work... 
Kaylee Hartung has joined ABC News as a correspondent. 
She’s based in New York. She comes from CNN, where she 
was a correspondent in Atlanta. Prior to her time at CNN, 
Hartung was a reporter at ESPN.
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AVAILS
  ABC7 Los Angeles is seeking a Director of Strategic 
Partnership Sales who will be responsible for driving 
non-traditional revenue across all KABC media platforms. 
Candidate will craft a compelling sales story, share it with 
passion, conviction, integrity and authenticity, close the deal, 
and deliver superior customer relations and service. You will 
develop new business and “go to market” strategies and 
tactics. Please apply online at www.ABC7.com/jobs. Equal 
Opportunity Employer — Female/Minority/Veteran/Disability/
Sexual Orientation/Gender Identity.

  KTSF, a well-established leader in 
Asian Language Television in the San 
Francisco Bay Area, seeks a driven 
Account Executive to be a key, 
engaging liaison between our television 
station and businesses to deliver 
outstanding results through the effective 
sales presentation of television and 
digital solutions. The ideal candidate will 
be energetic, positive, goal-oriented and 
have a sense of urgency. Must be highly 
organized and possess strong verbal 

and written communication skills. To apply for this position, 
please email your resume to Javier Ortiz; jortiz@ktsftv.com 
and hrd@ktsftv.com.
  WJZY/WMYT, the Fox O&O television station in Charlotte, 
N.C., seeks a highly motivated Account Executive who will 
help local and regional advertisers achieve their business 
objectives through effective TV and digital advertising. The 
ideal candidate must be able to identify qualified targets, use 
strong communication and presentation skills throughout 
the sales process, and maintain a high closing ratio. A four-
year college degree is required. Media sales experience is 
strongly preferred. Knowledge of media math, TV ratings and 
web metrics is a plus. CLICK HERE for details or to apply 
now. EOE/M/F/V/D.
  KOMO/KUNS in Seattle is seeking an experienced 
Business Manager. We are looking for someone to oversee 
the Accounting and Payroll functions in 
accordance with company policies and 
procedures. Responsibilities include 
assisting with the management of financial 
reporting and general accounting functions 
of multiple stations, and ensuring that all 
documentation complies with Sarbanes-Oxley, company 
regulations and GAAP reporting guidelines. Bachelor’s 
degree in Accounting or Finance required. CLICK HERE to 
apply. Sinclair Broadcast Group, Inc. is proud to be an Equal 
Opportunity Employer and Drug Free Workplace!

See your ad here Monday! CLICK HERE for details.

THIS AND THAT
  OpenAP is preparing to launch its marketplace, dubbed 
OpenAP 2.0, in October with guaranteed inventory from 
media firms including Fox, NBCUniversal and Viacom 
that will feature an automated workflow. The marketplace 
is designed to enable advertisers to upload campaign 
parameters and budgets, make target audience selections 
and receive a customized proposal from each media member 
for digital and linear TV with various membership pricing.
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a number of platforms. “That’s caused a slow adoption from 
the broadcast ownership companies,” Betasso said.
  Stuart said Hearst is already running attribution pilot projects 
with several clients, including in the automotive and home-
improvement categories. They look at how store visits and 
website traffic are affected by TV spots. “We’re in the infancy 
right now in local television attribution,” Stuart cautioned.
  While TV networks and national sellers are already getting 
requests for attribution data, local clients generally aren’t 

yet focused on it. “At the local level 
the price has to come down. That’s 
been an impediment,” said Danaher. 
“Measurement is not super cheap to do 
it properly and so we’re all trying to figure 
out how to make it more cost effective for 
local advertisers,” he said.
  That means sales reps need to get up 
to speed with how attribution is going 
to change their client conversations 
according to Sinclair Broadcast 
Group’s Automotive Research Manager 

Gini Resnick. “Today’s sellers are being required to think and 
operate in a more data-centric environment than ever,” she 
said. “They’re being held to the fire in terms of performance 
by advertisers that have never asked for it before.”

BUSINESS GROUPS SLAM $15 MINIMUM WAGE
  The House’s decision to pass a bill raising the federal 
minimum wage to $15 an hour received almost immediate 
criticism from major business organizations. The groups say 
the bill would be expensive and lead to more unemployment.
  “The House dealt a devastating blow to small businesses 
today, risking record growth, job creation, and already 
increasing wages,” Juanita Dugganin, president and CEO 
of the National Federation of Independent Businesses, 
said in a statement.
  The National Restaurant Association, National Retail 
Federation and National Association of Manufacturers 
also criticized the bill.
  The CBO estimates a $15 minimum wage could cost 1.3 
million jobs but raise pay for 17 million.
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WEDNESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

U.S. HOUSING STARTS DECLINED 0.9% IN JUNE
  Home building in the U.S. declined in June, a fresh sign 
of weakness in the housing market, The Wall Street 
Journal reports. Housing starts, a measure of new-home 
construction, fell 0.9 percent in June from the prior month 
to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1.253 million, the 
Commerce Department said.
  Residential building permits, which can signal how much 
construction is in the pipeline, dropped 6.1 percent from 
May to an annual pace of 1.22 million. That was the biggest 
monthly drop since March 2016. “Lower mortgage rates are 
not spurring the home building industry to 
increase construction, as lack of skilled 
workers, cheaper material costs and land 
zoned for building continue to hamstring 
production,” said Robert Frick, corporate 
economist at Navy Federal Credit Union, 
in a note to clients.
  Economists had expected a 0.7 percent 
decrease for starts and a 0.3 percent 
decrease for permits.
  Housing-starts data are volatile from 
month to month and can be subject to 
large revisions. June’s 0.9 percent decline for starts came 
with a margin of error of 7.9 percentage points.

SINCLAIR’S STIRR REACHES 1M DOWNLOADS
  Sinclair Broadcast Group’s streaming service Stirr has 
garnered more than a million downloads since its launch 
six months ago, exceeding the company’s forecasts, 
Broadcasting & Cable reports.
  Most of the viewing is coming to Stirr’s linear channels, and 
the most popular network is the Stirr City channel, featuring 
news from local Sinclair TV stations and other programming, 
according to Adam Ware, Stirr’s GM.
  Ware said Stirr will soon be adding Stirr City channels for 
markets in which Sinclair doesn’t own stations. “We’re getting 
a lot of interest from other broadcast companies that are quite 
interested in becoming Stirr City affiliates,” he said. He didn’t 
elaborate on the financial terms, but it’s likely Sinclair will sell 
the ads on the streaming station and split the revenue with 
the station owner.

NIELSEN STRATEGIC REVIEW POISED TO RESOLVE
  Following Publicis’ acquisition of Epsilon and WPP’s 
sale of a majority stake of Kantar, Nielsen is the last major 
industry data business under strategic review, and at least 
one Wall Street firm expects that to resolve soon.
  “We expect [Nielsen] management to offer a bit more than 
a simple no comment,” BMO Capital Markets equities 
researcher Daniel Salmon writes in an update sent to 
investors, reported by Media Daily News. Salmon was 
referring to the publicly traded research firm’s Q2 earnings 
call, which the company has yet to schedule.
  Nielsen has been conducting a “strategic review” for nearly 
a year, and in November 2018 hired Madison Avenue and 
media industry veteran David Kenny to serve as CEO while 
it considers its options.
  Nielsen has offered scant comment on the direction, but 
given the M&A activity — and Nielsen’s history of selling itself 
back and forth to private equity firms — it’s possible it will 
once again be taken private, or split up and sold piecemeal.


